Magical Moment at the Preserve

Mad Libs

It was a __________ March day at the Cosumnes River Preserve. There was a soft __________ and the sun was _________ just out of the __________. All of a sudden, a __________ flock of __________ began flying overhead and the __________ went __________ for a moment. I __________ out my __________ to get a better look, and __________ a few sandhill cranes in the mix! They __________ at a pond a few __________ in front of me, with the __________ of one large __________!
This _____________ I _______________ down to the Preserve to take a ______________ on the River _____________ Trail.

There were __________ clouds in the sky and the __________ was nearly 50 _____________! As I walked along the ____________, I saw something ______________ in a _________ just ahead of me. I ___________ in fear, knowing that___________ lions love to __________ out during _________ and dusk. _________ still, I waited. A crisp _________ began to blow and I was getting very _________. All of a sudden, a _________ otter ___________ from the bush and __________ the trail! It __________ down the slope into the ___________ on my right. This was my __________ time seeing a river ___________ so close! I took a __________ breath and sighed out of _____________.
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